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Reading is such an understated tool in improving a child’s social and cognitive abilities. It is almost magical!
Early reading, literary skills can immensely benefit learners
Student achievement on the state-required ACT Aspire exams fell in all grades and subjects in spring 2021 compared with the results in spring 2019, the previous time the tests were given, Arkansas ...
State's Aspire test results down across the board
Education minister Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’ to launch NIPUN Bharat shortly - Education Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal will launch National Initiative for Proficiency in Reading with Understanding and ...
Education minister Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’ to launch NIPUN Bharat shortly
High school students attending Livermore public schools will have three new equity-focused elective options this fall following the Board of Education's unanimous approval of the courses last month.
Livermore high schools to offer three new 'equity-focused' courses
Education Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’ will launch the National Initiative for Proficiency in Reading with Understanding and Numeracy (NIPUN Bharat) on July 5.
Education Minister to launch NIPUN Bharat on July 5
NIPUN Bharat will be implemented by the Department of School Education and Literacy and a five-tier implementation mechanism will be set up at the national- state- district- block- school level ...
Education Minister to launch NIPUN Bharat tomorrow
Ocean health is a growing concern — and for good reason. Oceans cover over 70% of the Earth’s surface and produces more than half the world’s oxygen. They are home to more than 238,000 identified ...
Ocean health: Research, teaching and outreach in S.C. play key roles
Approximately half of welfare recipients read below the fifth-grade level. [1] According to the American Medical Association, poor health literacy is "a stronger predictor of a person's health ...
Disparities in Health Literacy
“It is critical that this work assists educators in understanding what ... in elementary school literacy, a team reviewed samples from second and fifth grade, including things taught to students ...
Audit of Chesterfield public school curriculum finds overall learning experiences are 'culturally insufficient'
A narrative that suggests children dropout because they are not learning is not supported by the data. As we struggle with Covid-19, when it comes to schooling, we are all asking the same questions — ...
The Analytical Angle: Do children really learn in schools in Pakistan?
Union Education Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’ on Monday launched the National Initiative for Proficiency in Reading with Understanding and Numeracy (NIPUN Bharat) for ensuring that every child ...
Education min launches NIPUN Bharat for helping children attain foundational literacy
BBI proposes that all examinable set books should be by local authors and with content relating to Kenyan life.
Boost local content but do not limit learners
Student achievement on the state-required ACT Aspire exams declined in the spring of 2021 as compared to the results for third-through-10th graders in the spring of 2019, Arkansas education leaders ...
Preliminary ACT Aspire scores decline during pandemic
Twenty-one questions were designed to assess literacy in the ... taken advanced mathematics (5 study units) in high school didn't figure everything out, the average grade being a 72/100.
Fear of math could be hindering ability to interpret COVID-19 news
Different from the contract proposed in February, the latest agreement does not include literacy materials for ... district officials proposed a $14.5 million, five-year contract with the company ...
SCS decided against $14 million literacy contract but will pay same consultant for training
American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten delivered a galvanizing national speech Tuesday honoring educators for their dedication during COVID and offering a full-throated push for ...
In National Address, AFTs Randi Weingarten Rallies Educators After Year of Uncertainty, Resilience
Nominees must have an extended interest in anti-poverty efforts, literacy or the environment ... honors went to Jasmine Lewis, poem, fifth grade, and Karly Smith, short story, seventh grade.
Giving: TAP seeks Brand Award nominees
Education Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank will virtually launch Initiative for Proficiency in Reading with Understanding and Numeracy – NIPUN Bharat tomorrow. A short video, anthem and ...
Education Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank to virtually launch NIPUN Bharat on July 5
The Department of School Education and Literacy, the Ministry of Education will launch National Initiative for Proficiency in Reading with Understanding and Numeracy (NIPUN Bharat) on July 5.
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